Call for Industrial Demos

Deadline: 1 July 2014

The Industrial Forum and Exhibition (IF&E) program committee of GLOBECOM 2014 solicits proposals for an Industrial Demos Session that will be held during the conference. The Industrial Demos session will showcase demonstrations of original research prototypes and innovative ideas coming from researchers and practitioners in the industry, in the academia and in government research institutions.

The demonstrations should be on topics, ideas, innovations and trends related to the industry program technical tracks which can be found here. The demonstrations are aimed at strengthening the interaction between researchers and practicing engineers. It offers an exciting opportunity to demonstrate the state-of-the-art results to a wide audience of professionals in industry, academia and government research institutions.

The demonstrations will be displayed at the opening reception on Monday night. On Tuesday, the demonstrations will be in a special section in the Exhibition hall. The demonstrators will also be required to present a poster alongside the demo which illustrates the scientific and technological aspects involved.

Submission Instructions:

Authors are encouraged to submit their demonstration proposals via EasyChair conference website at www.easychair.org/conferences/?conf=gc2014ind by 1 July 2014. The submitted demonstration proposal should include:

• Title for Proposed Demonstration
• Names, affiliations, and email addresses of Authors
• A 200-500 word extended abstract of the proposal which covers the following points: Introduction and motivations; Scientific and technical description; Implementation and use.
• Information about the equipment to be used for the demo/exhibition,
• Space needed and setup time required,
• A URL that shows a preview of the demo (e.g., an on-line video of the demo, screenshots, etc.).

This information must be provided in order for the demo proposals to receive full considerations.

Logistics

Each demonstration will be allotted a 2m-wide space with a skirted table, an easel for a poster (portrait A0 max size) and a 110 Volt electrical power strip. Internet access will be offered via
Wi-Fi. Any other equipment/material must be brought by the presenters. Authors will be responsible for shipping costs and for transportation/delivery to and from the conference, and will be responsible for care and safety of their equipment during the conference. In order to present a demonstration, at least one author must be registered for the Conference. Presenters will be expected to arrive at least 30 minutes prior to the beginning of the allotted timeslot to set up the demonstration. They are also expected to present a 15-minute overview in the Demo Track Presentation session.

**IMPORTANT DATES**

Submission Deadline: 1 July 2014

Notification Date: 23 July 2014

**Contacts:**

For further questions, please contact the IF&E Demonstrations Chair Dr Yupeng Jia (National Instruments, Austin) at the address: yupeng DOT jia AT ni.com